BONNIE NEWS
THE COMMON CENTS
EXPERIENCE
Students participating in the Common
Cents Program's financial workshop visited
Wall Street and attended a luncheon with a
Senior Portfolio Manager from a multibillion dollar hedge fund. The group visited
several Financial District landmarks
including the Charging Bull and Fearless
Girl statues, the gravesite of Alexander
Hamilton, the NYSE and the steps of
Federal Hall where George Washinton
was sworn in as the nation's first President.
The students then traveled to Midtown to
join Jane Castle for lunch to discuss her
role as a distressed debt portfolio
manager. The girls were thankful for the
valuable education and career advice from
the Yale and Stanford Business School
graduate.

NURSING PROGRAM SEMINARS CONTINUE
Students continued activities from their last visit to St. Francis College, namely
practicing insulin injections and taking blood pressure and pulse readings. They
also learned how to start an intravenous catheter on the arm of a dummy set up
with blood flow. This led to a very fun and productive lab, in which they identified a
viable vein, tied a tourniquet, inserted the needle and stabilized the catheter.

MAJOR ART III STUDENT IS
PUBLISHED
The staff of Voices & Visions accepted
Allison Bartholomeo's art submission, "New
York Subway Manspread" for their issue,
themed “Perspectives.” Voices and Vision
is an international publication that
celebrates women's education and
artistry.
Voices and Visions

SR. PAT MAHONEY CSJ SHARES PROVIDENCE
HOUSE EXPERIENCE
Sr. Pat Mahoney CSJ visited Fontbonne to speak to the Law and Modern Politics
class about her time living in Providence House, a home for women who have
recently been paroled from prison. As the class has spent much time discussing
the benefits and shortcomings of the criminal justice system, it was excellent for
these young women hear from someone with first hand experience who is also a
Josephite. Connecting the mission of Fontbonne with that of the larger world was
very enriching for our girls. We are most thankful to Sr. Pat for coming to share
her insights and to give an even greater meaning to the work and mentorship of
the Sisters of St. Joseph.

LIFESTREAM CONTINUES
THANKSGIVING TRADITION
With help from the entire school, our
philanthropic club Lifestream (below) was
able to organize the donation of
Thanksgiving meals for 30 families!
It is truly a blessing for our students to be
able to participate in this annual Day of
Gratitude tradition.

STUDENTS MAKE HISTORY AT HISTORY BOWL COMPETITION
Students Faye Fudjinski ('21), MariaRose Guardavaccaro ('21), Julia Piccard
('22), and Irina Zheng ('21) of the Junior Varsity team and Catherine Russo ('19),
Maria Fallah ('19), and Gabriella Tlatellpa ('19) of the Varsity team participated in
Seton Hall's annual regional History Bowl Competition. They were the only all girls
team in attendance and brought great female representation to the bowl. After
studying and practicing for weeks, their first competition was a success! They are

looking forward to the next competition at the end of January.

DRAMA CLUB HITS BROADWAY
Members of the Drama Club enjoyed a fun trip
into the city to see King Kong on Broadway.
The group was impressed with the re-imaging
of the character of Ann Darrow, who certainly
was not a damsel in distress!

REMINDERS AND EVENTS
Read the latest issue of The Folio, Fontbonne's student run
newspaper!
READ THE FOLIO

Don't forget to shop with purpose! FHA joined the Amazon
Smile program just in time for the Holidays. All you need to
do is login to smile.amazon.com and search for "Sisters of
Saint Joseph Fontbonne Hall". This easy step will
automatically donate a small percentage of your Amazon
purchase to FHA.

SHOP NOW

Join us on social media!






